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1!Over Maurizio Cattelan’s work hovers Edgar  
Allan Poe’s ‘Angel of the Odd’, ‘who presided  
over the contretemps of mankind, and whose  
business it was to bring about the odd accidents  
which are continually astonishing the skeptic’. 
This Falstaffian and vindictive guardian spirit 
recommends to the semiologist a precautionary 
principle: keep your tools clean.

So each of Cattelan’s works is a syncretic  
object that uses and plays with the whole  
range of semiotic communication: signs,  
for comprehension (semantics); signals, for 
recognition (genres); marks, for identification 
(style, peculiarity); and orders to be followed 
(requests to the reader). A guiding thread, 
however carefully unspooled, will not be 
sufficient to keep track of an artist who does 
not like to repeat himself, who deliberately 
avoids consistency of style, and who covers  
his tracks. It is well known that Cattelan lays 
claim to an ‘absence’ of intent (‘I’m like a  
Xerox machine’), to the ad hoc and improvised 
character of his installations, to the anonymous 
bricolage of his poetics. Are these diversions 
aimed at making his offbeat work more 
amusing? Or does a principle of duplicity 
inform his intentionally grotesque creations? 

‘Artists... know that such-and-such a being is 
comic, and that it is so only on condition of its 
being unaware of its nature, in the same way that, 
following an inverse law, an artist is only an artist 
on condition that he is a double man and there  
is not one single phenomenon of his double 
nature of which he is ignorant.’ This is Charles 
Baudelaire on the essence of laughter. 

Rummaging in his or her toolbox, the semiologist 
finds very little in the compartment reserved  
for the spanners of laughter, this ‘attribute of the 
human’, as Raymond Queneau called it. (It is not 
enough to characterise the grotesque as ‘almost 
beautiful’.) So he or she might decide to ask 
Cattelan, given the happy difficulty of his vein  
of comedy, for help in reaching a generalisation. 
Every parody is a fragment of an entire world of 
comedy, and comic universality must deal with 
the same subjects as seriousness.

2!There are apects of reality that are accessible 
only through the freedom and lucidity of 
laughter, using a mirror that turns things back to 
front and makes the world of the serious unreal. 
The process that allows us to tell another kind  
of truth about the world entails constructing 
possible and vital anti-worlds with the greatest 
precision (‘for me content and meaning’, says 
Cattelan, ‘are constructions; erected through  
a process, they are never given’). The grotesque 

appearance of many of Cattelan’s animal figures 
(designed or actually realised – barking birds, 
two-dimensional fish) reveals the contradictory 
nature and two-faced intensity of life. Even death 
becomes part of living, a promise of renewal 
(remember the immortal fidelity of the lively 
skeleton of the dog, present and yet deceased!).

‘In the sphere of imagery cosmic fear (as any other 
fear) is defeated by laughter’, says Mikhail Bakhtin. 
Yet exercising this freedom of the grotesque  
is possible only in a world delivered from fear,  
a mission to which Cattelan often refers (see Him). 
The strange laughter his installations provoke is 
intended to assist in this victory by consistently 
inverting the terms of the serious and countering 
its unequivocal violence (laughter does not  
burn people at the stake!). The terrible is often 
presented as a blithe ‘bogeyman’, in which  
it is hard to find the boundary between the initial  
fear and the relief of the mirth to come. 

While irony discriminates between values and 
meanings, Cattelan’s artistic work is more like  
a practical joke, confusing semantic and social 
spaces, accumulating and neutralising values.  
The anomalous is not about difference but  
is a complex and farcical way of modifying a  
possible world. In the difficult conditions of 
contemporary art, where works are often fetishes 
or relics imbued with the artificial aura of the 
museum, Cattelan, with his anomalous wit, 
preserves the idea of a ‘portable utopia’ without 
the burden of an ideal of ‘creativity’.

However, the ‘grotesque’ setting, which neglects  
a great deal, does have a linguistic resonance – 
Cattelan speaks of creating a ‘rhetorical sculpture’. 
There are tropes of inversion (see the two New 
York cops standing on their heads), hyperbole  
(as in the amplification and miniaturisation of 
natural dimensions: see his miniature dioramas), 
and above all the bolt from the blue. Here the  
best example is the much maligned La Nona Ora, 
with the meteorite striking (the image of) the 
pope: a random event that immediately becomes  
a predestined coincidence, an intelligent but  
not intelligible fatality; a grotesque symbol,  
as indecipherable as it is significant. The rhetoric 
and the position of the felled or kneeling figure 
(Wojtyla, Hitler) reach beyond the outrageousness 
of the subject. The extremely devout Middle Ages 
nevertheless staged parodies of the Gospels and 
travesties of religion. 

But the quintessence of the grotesque image is 
the chimeras – the improbable hybrid animals 
that inhabit Cattelan’s imagination, composite 
and dislocated bodies (donkey, ostrich, squirrel) 
that are unacceptable from the singular perspective 
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of classical aesthetics. Among these, the horse 
suspended from the ceiling (Novecento)   
 – adapting a votive practice from the Catholic 
church – grabs the attention: in its various 
versions, its most noteworthy attribute is not that 
of being hung in the air but of being attracted  
to the floor, an effect of the grotesque lengthening  
of its legs. The positive weirdness of this horse – 
which Georges Bataille might have called 
demented – is in contrast with the classical horse, 
which in serious art history, as Bataille points out, 
is ‘one of the most accomplished expressions of 
the idea, just as much, for example, as Platonic 
philosophy or the architecture of the Acropolis’.

Operating on a figurative plane, Cattelan’s  
horse attains the creative irresponsibility of the 
poetry characterising the strange cow in that 
great Oulipist Jacques Roubaud’s sonnet from  
Les animaux de tout le monde:

The
Cow
Is
An
 
Animal
That
Has
About*
 
Four
Legs
That
 
Reach*
To
The ground.

* About four legs, therefore, that we do not see rise, but 
descend to the ground with the perfect logic of gravity.

Grotesque laughter is always ill-timed and  
out of place. ‘The spatiotemporal image turns 
somersaults and so does its meaning and any 
judgement’ (Bakhtin). The parody of the force  
of gravity (para-odos is a reversal of direction)  
is a constant feature of Cattelan’s work: the 
ostrich hides its head under the floor, from which 
his playful self-portrait emerges; not knowing  
is transformed into a mocking knowledge, just  
as in the popular grotesque, death is transformed 
into life. Other installations play on the invasion 
and evasion of the exhibition space: from the 
meteorite forcing an entry in La Nona Ora to the 
horses breaching the walls of the Castello di Rivoli.

This laughter is not carefree. Cattelan’s starting 
point is an abstract mental image that finds  
its origins and then couches its results in the 

everyday language of conversation (reflections, 
associations, criticisms, advice). It can find 
expression in the fabrication of capricious and 
gruesome stories (like that of the artificial female 
corpse he sunk in the Aasee Lake at Münster)  
that create hyper-realistic alternative worlds. 
These works have the structure of a gag, a term 
that originally referred to an ad lib interpolation  
by an actor, a word put in someone’s mouth:  
a digression or an aside. And the gags spread  
like rumours (as with Him and La Nona Ora), 
acquiring verisimilitude and authority in the 
passage from mouth to ear. ‘The billingsgate 
idiom is a two-faced Janus’ (Bakhtin).

3!Having a similar nature, masks, fancy dress 
and carnival heads are added to the playful 
grammar of pranks and mockery (Cattelan’s  
titles are like nicknames). In a sense, all his 
chimeras are autobiography: not the examination 
of identity, mere coincidence with the self, but  
the project, realised in different ways, of passing 
through the self to bring out a secret otherness 
(see Moi-même Soi-même, 1997). Thus handing 
over to others the production of one’s own 
identikit image can be interpreted as a 
negotiated transition and perhaps a promise  
of renewal. Irony requires a multiplication of 
viewpoints and a distance from doing, to which 
you commit yourself and at the same time from 
which you withdraw your sympathy. The same 
process is required of the viewer, who is invited 
to occupy, alternately and simultaneously, the 
two extremes of the act of believing: complicity 
and gullibility.

In these times of curtailed laughter and relative 
seriousness, Cattelan’s wayward and outrageous 
humour remains both sharp and instantaneous. 
But is there still room in the gallery for the 
grotesque? Does the museum have space for  
the commedia dell’arte? Cattelan seems to have 
realised that the ambiguity of his purpose must 
penetrate his work more deeply, going beyond 
conventional intervention. Time will tell.






